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From BBC News 19th April report: 
 
He (Mr MacAskill) added: "By making its proposed court closures and other changes 
to the handling of court business, SCS estimate they can save £1m a year in running 
costs and £3m in maintenance costs, money which can be better spent on improving 
services and facilities at a smaller number of courts."  
  
I think it an outrage that a Government/ Party i.e. SNP that promotes democracy and 
local control should be recommending such court closures – all for the sake of 
SAVING £1million per annum with an initial cost of £3million. That seems a very 
dubious saving which will take 3 years before it can be achieved!!! 
  
This saving is a pittance when you consider the overrun costs of Edinburgh Trams, 
Scottish Parliament construction and other Local Government capital projects. 
 
My objection is the above plus the increased cost for those individuals who will now 
have to travel to Edinburgh – normally the ones in society who have less income. 
There is also the possibility of witnesses not attending the courts as time and money 
will be increased. 
 
My other objection is - what will the renovation and increased office costs be to the 
current offices in Edinburgh. I’m sure the £1million will soon be spent on the initial 
and recurring costs. 
 
With the closure of the HADDINGTON and other Courts has the cost of their 
maintenance etc been considered until a buyer/ developer has been found. Surely 
that cost must be included and if not I wish it to be considered. 
  
Politicians forget that you have been elected to represent the views and actions of a 
population – not make life more difficult for sections of Society. The increased vote 
for UKIP is an example of this amongst other reasons. 
  
If cost is an issue – as I travel around the country, I notice the number of former High 
Street retail premises that are now occupied by MSPs and their staff. How did we 
ever manage before. Close these premises and save a million – I’m sure the moon 
will turn blue before that ever happens!!! 
  
Yes, do as I say, not as I do – the motto of politicians! 
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